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The purpose of this work is to develop transfer trajectories from Earth to prespeciﬁed distant retrograde orbits in
the sun–Earth planar circular restricted three-body problem by using orbits about the collinear equilibrium point
L1 . More speciﬁcally, we examine whether it is possible to use the hyperbolic network associated with the horizontal
Lyapunov orbits around L1 to ﬁnd transfer trajectories to a wide range of distant retrograde orbits that are more
energy-efﬁcient and/or time-efﬁcient compared with standard impulsive maneuvers. We point out how to apply
manifold theory in the transfer-trajectory design process and show that for a certain class of distant retrograde
orbits, the dynamic systems approach reveals the availability of transfer trajectories having reduced energy
requirements or considerably reduced transfer times.

(EROs), classiﬁed as the c family in Hénon’s work [1]. A transfer
trajectory to a DRO is a slightly adapted half-cycle path of an
(unstable) ERO. The transfer time to a representative DRO
(semiminor axis of 5  106 km) using Ocampo’s method is
approximately 230 days. The main disadvantage of this method is
that only a certain range of DROs can be reached if only two impulses
are allowed (the minor axes of these DROs lie between 4  106 and
20  106 km). This is because an ERO must approach the Earth close
enough such that the trajectory can depart tangentially from some
given LEO.
In this paper, we shall develop a transfer concept that extends the
previously mentioned method, referred to as the classical transfer
from this point on. The main goal is to extend the range of accessible
DROs using a systematic approach and to achieve lower V and/or
shorter travel times. The key to this extension is the application of
dynamic systems theory. More speciﬁcally, the dynamics around the
collinear libration points, which are known to be hyperbolic,
guaranteeing the existence of stable and unstable manifolds, will lead
to a method for circumventing some of the restrictions of the classical
transfer. It should be mentioned that this work will be restricted to
impulsive transfers. Trajectory optimization will be performed using
a direct-shooting optimization scheme.
The development of our extended transfer consists of the
following steps. We ﬁrst introduce the most important building
blocks to be used for the design of the transfer trajectories. These
include a description of the model for the CRTBP; a discussion of
DROs, EROs, and HLOs; an introduction to manifold theory; and a
deﬁnition of the transit orbits. We then give a brief description of the
classical transfer concept and the required numerical techniques.
This will enable us to introduce the extended transfer as a
continuation of the classical transfer. By using numerical methods
analogous to those used for the optimization of the classical transfer,
we calculate V values and travel times for a set of reachable DROs.
Finally, we brieﬂy discuss an alternative way to use manifolds in
LEO-to-DRO transfer-trajectory design for a range of large DROs,
including some preliminary V and travel-time calculations.

I. Introduction

A

DISTANT retrograde orbit (DRO) is a stable orbit found in the
circular restricted three-body problem (CRTBP). A spacecraft
following a DRO ﬂies around the primary mass, but in formation
with the secondary mass, such that the orbits seem quasi elliptic
around the latter object. Usually, orbits referred to as DROs have a
characteristic dimension (semiminor axis) that is larger than the
Earth–L1 distance. In most works, DRO refers to orbits found in the
sun–Earth CRTBP. They were ﬁrst mentioned in the work of Hénon
[1], studying Hill’s modiﬁcation of the CRTBP. In that paper, the
DROs are classiﬁed as the f family.
The motivation for studying DROs stems from their unique
characteristics. These include the possibility to avoid near–Earth
phenomena such as the magnetic and radiation ﬁelds and the
possibility to keep the distance between the spacecraft and the Earth
below a certain predeﬁned value. These features are useful for certain
astrophysical applications such as spaceborne optical telescopes and
radio imaging of the sun.‡ Another possible application is to use a
formation of three or more vehicles on a DRO, providing a warning
system for geomagnetic storms.
The transfer to a DRO can be accomplished in several ways.
Transfers can use impulsive or ﬁnite burn propulsion. Optimal
solutions can be found using direct or indirect optimization [2]. A
number of works discussed indirect optimization of impulsive lowEarth-orbit (LEO)-to-DRO transfer trajectories using primer vector
theory and indirect optimization of low-thrust LEO-to-DRO transfer
trajectories using optimal control theory (based on the Pontryagin
maximum principle) [3,4].
Some previously developed impulsive transfer trajectories are
those categorized by Ocampo and Rosborough [5] as class A1 and
class A2 transfers. In that work, transfer orbits were constructed
using the continuation toward Earth of horizontal Lyapunov orbits
(HLOs). These continued orbits are often called Earth-return orbits
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II.

Building Blocks for the Design
of Transfer Trajectories

Before starting with the design of the transfer trajectories, we will
brieﬂy introduce the CRTBP model, discuss some of the different
‡
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periodic orbits that will be used in this work, give a brief introduction
to manifold theory, and deﬁne the transit orbits.
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Fig. 2 Phase-space structure around a 16  106 km DRO illustrated
using a Poincaré section at x  0 and dx=dt > 0; every trajectory on this
section has the same Jacobi constant, the ﬁxed point represents the DRO,
the closed curves around it indicate the presence of invariant tori, and the
gray scale indicates return times in days.

from left to right, the ﬁrst Lagrange point L1 , the Earth, and the
second Lagrange point L2 .
The dynamics of DROs under the presence of perturbations can be
foreseen using a Poincaré section of the phase space around these
orbits. Figure 2 shows the phase-space structure around a DRO with a
semiminor axis of 16  106 km. As can be seen, perturbations will
cause a vehicle to move on invariant Kolmogorov–Arnold–Moser
tori [8] close to the DRO. The grayscale indicates that return times (in
days) of these perturbed orbits are comparable with the DRO periods.
In practice, this means that natural perturbations and/or small
deviations from the calculated impulsive maneuvers are feasible.
In addition to DROs, some other periodic orbits will be important
for the development of the transfer trajectories: EROs and associated
HLOs. EROs are a class of unstable periodic orbits in the CRTBP,
ﬁrst categorized by Hénon [1] as the a family. They periodically
approach and leave a close neighborhood of the Earth. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, there is a wide range of EROs (including a symmetric
family of EROs centered at L2 , which is not shown), some of which
can be continued toward the Lagrange point L1 , where they become
simple quasi-elliptical HLOs.

Summary of the circular restricted three-body problem model parameters

Sun mass
Combined Earth–moon mass
Sun–Earth distance
Sun–Earth angular velocity
CRTBP mass ratio

15.30

(3)

Periodic Orbits in the CRTBP

Parameter

Return time [days]

365
0

362

The most important class of CRTBP orbits needed for this work is
the linearly stable planar DRO family. A spacecraft following a DRO
ﬂies around the primary mass, but in formation with the secondary
mass, such that the orbits seem quasi elliptic around the latter object.
Usually, orbits referred to as DROs have a characteristic dimension
that is larger than the Earth–L1 distance. In most works, DRO refers
to orbits found in the sun–Earth CRTBP. Figure 1 shows some DROs
calculated in the CRTBP. The three dots in the middle of the plot are,

Table 1

366

1.5

−4.5

where it is assumed that m2 is the combined Earth–moon mass. The
data used for the calculations are taken from Ocampo and
Rosborough [5] to make the comparison valid and are summarized in
Table 1.
The model described earlier is used for a variety of calculations in
the subsequent discussion. One of the applications is the numerical
search for EROs, DROs, and HLOs (Sec. II.B). The second major use
of the model is for the calculation of manifolds (Sec. II.C).
B.
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Fig. 1 Representative distant retrograde orbits; the three dots in the
middle of the plot are L1 , the Earth, and L2 (from left to right).
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Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem

The dynamic model used in this work is the planar circular
restricted three-body problem (CRTBP). Although DROs and EROs
can have velocity components in a direction perpendicular to the
ecliptic, we will only study planar motion. On one hand, this will
keep the problem relatively simple. On the other hand, we expect that
results for the planar motion are easily extendable to the case of
motion in three dimensions (one reason for having out-of-plane
velocity components for the ﬁnal orbit, the DRO, is to avoid eclipse
periods; another reason is to reduce the effect of the zodiacal dust
cloud [6]).
Furthermore, it is assumed that the two main bodies (in this case,
the sun and the Earth) are in circular orbits around their common
barycenter and that the mass of the third body (the satellite) is
negligible with respect to the masses of the two main bodies.
The dynamics are modeled using a rotating frame centered at the
Earth. The x axis is directed from the origin in a direction away from
m1 , the primary, and the y axis points along the velocity vector of m2 ,
the secondary. The unit of length is chosen to be the distance between
the sun and the Earth. The unit of time is 1=!, where ! is the constant
angular velocity with which the frame rotates about the third,
perpendicular, axis. The dimensionless planar equations of motion
for the CRTBP are given by [7]

Symbol

Value

Units

ms or m1
me  mm or m2
AU
!


1:9891  1030
6:04773  1024
149:598  109
1:9910  107
3:04042389  106

kg
kg
m
1=s2
——
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efﬁcient Earth-to-HLO or Earth-to-halo transfers. In Sec. IV, we
show how this property can be applied to the LEO-to-DRO transfer.
As a ﬁnal remark, it should be noted that similar manifolds can be
found for HLOs around L2 . However, this work will concentrate on
trajectory design using the hyperbolic network around L1 only.
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Fig. 3 Examples of EROs and HLOs around L1 ; dots in the ﬁgures
represent L1 , the Earth, and L2 (from left to right); small, nearly
elliptical, orbits are HLOs; larger orbits are the so-called EROs.
C.

Manifold Theory

As shown in several papers [9–11], the collinear libration points in
the CRTBP are of the center  center  saddle type in three
dimensions and of the center  saddle type in two dimensions. An
important consequence of this center  saddle behavior is the
existence of stable and unstable manifolds. These structures can be
interpreted as a higher-dimensional equivalent of the stable and
unstable directions associated with a saddle point. This means that
any particle moving on a stable manifold of an orbit will
asymptotically approach that orbit without providing external energy
[12]. Any particle moving on the unstable manifold of the orbit will
asymptotically leave the orbit.
Figure 4 shows a branch of a stable manifold in the direction of the
Earth and the branch of an unstable manifold in the direction of the
sun. The manifolds shown in the plot are associated with an HLO
having a semiminor axis of 90  103 km in the sun–Earth CRTBP.
There are many applications of manifold theory found in the
literature. Some works discuss how connections of the stable and
unstable manifolds of different neighboring three-body systems can
be used to transfer object from one system to another with negligible
fuel consumption. One such application is the Petit Grand Tour of the
moons of Jupiter [13], showing the feasibility of a low-energy
manifold-to-manifold trajectory that passes by the major moons of
Jupiter. However, for what follows, the most important classes of
applications are those in which the stable manifolds found in the sun–
Earth system are used for the transfer from Earth to the HLOs or halo
orbits (three-dimensional equivalents of the HLOs) [12,14]. The
stable manifolds associated with L1 -centered HLOs and EROs
approach the Earth very closely, which makes them attractive for

Transit Orbits

When connecting stable and unstable manifolds during trajectory
design, it is impractical to assume that the spacecraft asymptotically
approaches or leaves an HLO. In all practical cases, one would rather
use a ﬁnite time transit orbit. A brief discussion on this topic will be
given later; more details can be found elsewhere [15,16].
In position space, transit orbits always lie within the boundaries of
the stable and the unstable manifolds. The conditions imposed on the
initial velocities of an orbit to render it a transit orbit can be
formulated in terms of velocity wedges [15]. Three such wedges are
shown in Fig. 5. Orbits with velocity interior to the wedge are transit
orbits; orbits with velocity on the boundary of the wedge are
asymptotic, coinciding with the manifold curves; and orbits with
velocity outside the wedge are nontransit. Alternatively, a spacecraft
will follow a transit orbit if it starts with initial conditions that 1) lie
within the boundaries of the stable manifold (in the x–y space) and
_ y_ space).
2) are contained within the velocity wedge (in the x–
In Fig. 6, different transit orbits are shown. They are calculated by
integrating the CRTBP starting at a point with initial velocities that
are slightly different than a point lying on the stable manifold close to
the Earth (inside the velocity wedges). The continuous lines give the
boundaries (in x–y space) of the unstable manifold. As can be seen,
all possible transit orbits always remain within those boundaries,
which makes the concept of manifold tubes and associated transit
orbits a powerful tool for trajectory design.

III.

Classical Transfer Concept

The classical transfer concept [5] uses the previously mentioned
ERO (Fig. 3), which can always be chosen so as to intersect
tangentially with the target DRO on the x axis. Thus, the last
impulsive maneuver is easily chosen to be tangential to the velocity
vector.
The initial (parking) orbit is assumed to be a 200-km prograde
LEO with its orbital plane coinciding with the x–y plane. Because the
LEO and the ERO usually do not intersect tangentially, one could
think of a transfer concept in which a two-body elliptic or hyperbolic
orbit connects the LEO with the ERO, resulting in a three-impulse
transfer.
A second option is to use a differential corrector to adapt an
estimated transfer trajectory (the ERO) such that it does intersect
tangentially with the assumed parking orbit. For most of the
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Fig. 4 Stable and unstable manifolds around L1 ; the HLO has a
semiminor axis of 90  103 km.

Fig. 5 Velocity wedges and a manifold of an HLO; orbits with velocity
interior to the wedge are transit orbits, orbits with velocity on the
boundary of the wedge are asymptotic, and orbits with velocity outside
the wedge are nontransit.
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a) Transfer from LEO to DRO
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b) Transit orbits, HLO with semiminor axis of
570×106 km
Fig. 6 Transit orbits (dotted lines); boundaries of the unstable
manifold are plotted as continuous lines departing the HLO; note that the
scales of both ﬁgures are different.

calculations in this work, this option, which will result in a twoimpulse transfer trajectory, is preferred. This differential corrector
approach will be clariﬁed shortly.
The transfer trajectories will be obtained by using a directshooting optimization scheme. The quantity to be minimized is the
sum of the N V values of the impulsive maneuvers. As such, the
objective function F can be written as
F  Vtot 

N
X

Vi

(4)

0
6
x [10 km]

0.02

b) Transfer from LEO to DRO: near-Earth detail
Fig. 7 Transfer from LEO to DRO using the method by Ocampo [5],
the classical transfer: a) DRO (dashed line) and ERO-like (solid line)
transfer trajectory and b) detail of the trajectory close to the Earth; the
circular orbit is the initial LEO parking orbit.

where f is the polar angle at tf and Vf is the size of the tangential
impulsive maneuver at tf . Assuming that t0  0, these parameters
uniquely specify the particular transfer trajectory.
With the half-cycle path of an appropriate ERO as the initial
estimate, the optimization scheme converges to two-impulse
solutions similar to those given in Fig. 7. Resulting travel times and
V values for transfer to DROs with semiminor axes from 4–20 
106 km vary almost linearly from 215–250 days and from
3290–4000 m=s, respectively. Comparable values can be found in
several works by Ocampo [4,5] (230 days and 3372 m=s for the
transfer to a DRO with a semiminor axis of 5  106 km).

i1

Imposing tangentiality of the transfer trajectory to the parking
orbit (at time t0 ) and to the DRO target orbit (at time tf ) is done by
adding a set of equality constraints c to the optimization scheme.
These can be written as

rti   Ri i   0
cr
c ti  
ctan tan1 vi ti =ui ti   tan1 Vi i =Ui i   0
(5)
where rti , uti , and vti  are the radius (distance to the Earth) and
the velocity components in the x and y directions of the transfer
trajectory at time ti , respectively. Ri , Ui , and Vi are Chebyshev
polynomial expressions [17] for the radius and the velocity
components in the x and y directions for the LEO (i  0) or for the
DRO (i  f) as a function of the polar angle . These constraints are
imposed at the initial and ﬁnal times t0 and tf , respectively.
Finally, the parameter vector for the two-impulse transfer is
deﬁned as
X  f Vf tf T

(6)

IV. Extending Transfer Design Using Manifold Theory
In this section, we will show how manifold theory can be used to
efﬁciently calculate transfer trajectories to a range of small DROs.
Although the classical method concentrated on DROs easily
accessible using ERO-like trajectories, we will shift the focus to
DROs with semiminor axes smaller than 4  106 km, which could be
very useful for deep-space science missions.
As seen in Fig. 3, EROs can be used as the initial estimates of
transfer trajectories to a wide range of DROs. However, smaller
DROs would require smaller EROs. Reducing the semiminor axis of
the target DRO below 4  106 km will necessitate using an HLO, but
not an ERO, as a candidate transfer trajectory. Thus, the traditional
use of the ERO half-cycle path as an initial estimate for the transfer
trajectory can no longer be used.
The solution to this problem, termed the extended method, is to use
a trajectory that lies on the stable manifold of an appropriate HLO
(i.e., an HLO that crosses the x axis where the target DRO crosses the
x axis). This approach considers the manifolds to be a natural
extension of the orbit. In other words, one can say that any object on a
stable manifold of some orbit is already on that orbit. With this
concept in mind, using a trajectory on the stable manifold as a
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Fig. 8 Initial manifold trajectory guess converges onto an optimal
transfer trajectory.

transfer-trajectory estimate constitutes a natural extension of the
classical method.
We will ﬁrst apply the extended method to a target DRO with a
semiminor axis of 1:65  106 km. The initial guess X0 , describing
the transfer-trajectory initial estimate, was calculated using Eqs. (4–
6). This transfer trajectory is shown in Fig. 8. It is clearly seen that this
trajectory lies on the inner stable manifold of the selected HLO (see
Fig. 4). The dotted lines in Fig. 8 show that the optimization scheme
converges onto the optimal trajectory under the tangentiality
constraints. The bottom solid line shows the resulting optimal
transfer trajectory.
Figure 9 shows several transfer trajectories for a number of small
DROs. In this ﬁgure, it is easy to see that the manifoldlike transfer
trajectories for the very small DROs (as shown in Fig. 8) tend toward
ERO-like trajectories when increasing the size of the target DROs,
thus complying with the classical transfer.
Figure 10 summarizes the results obtained from the optimization
in terms of required V and travel time for both the classical
(semiminor axis larger than 4  106 km) and the extended transfer
(semiminor axis smaller than 4  106 km). The continuity-type
relationship between the classical and extended transfer becomes
evident. Table 2 provides some numerical data for a representative
set of small DROs (semiminor axis smaller than 4  106 km).
An important observation is that with the extended transfer, there
is a DRO for which the total transfer V is minimal. This DRO has a
semiminor axis of approximately 2:75  106 km and a total required
V of 3277 m=s. The travel time to this DRO is approximately 165
days. Furthermore, Fig. 10 reveals that the travel time can be reduced
dramatically if the DRO’s semiminor axis becomes smaller.
However, decreasing the size of the target DRO below a semiminor
axis of 1:55  106 km incurs an exponential increase in the required

6
4
2
6

100

tot

LEO

−0.4

y [10 km]

∆V

3300

Transfer travel time t [days]

1.2

0
−2

2

3

4

5
6
7
8
6
DRO semiminor axis [10 km]

9

10

50
11

Fig. 10 Required V and travel time as a function of the target DRO
semiminor axis. Combined classical transfer (right side) and extended
transfer (left side).

V. The reason for this is the location of the L1 Lagrange point at
x  1:5  106 km (in an Earth-centered reference frame).
Figure 10 can also be used for comparing the classical and
extended transfers. First, the extended transfer reveals the possibility
of reducing travel times dramatically, compared with the classical
transfer. More important, the extended transfer discloses a range of
DROs (semiminor axes between 2:75  106 and 4  106 km) that
require a smaller V than the classical transfer. Thus, a new realm of
possibilities is opened to the mission designer, who can now choose a
mission orbit from a wide range of DRO sizes.
Finally, in the case of a three-impulse transfer, the optimization
parameter vector is deﬁned as
X  f V1 Vf t1 tf T

(7)

where V1 is the second (intermediate) impulsive maneuver at time
t1 . Assuming that t0  0, these parameters uniquely specify a
particular transfer trajectory. Resulting V values and travel times
for the three- and two-impulse transfers differ by only a few tenths of
a percent. However, the range of reachable DROs is extended toward
even smaller semiminor axes. A major disadvantage of the very small
DROs is an exponential increase in V, as indicated earlier.

V.

Transfer to Large Distant Retrograde Orbits

Thus far, the extended method has focused on DROs with
semiminor axes that are smaller than those within reach of the
classical method. However, one could also think of applying
dynamic systems theory for transferring to DROs with semiminor
axes that are larger than those reachable using the classical method.
In the following discussion, the feasibility of this idea will be
examined.
To begin, it is interesting to look at the behavior of the unstable
manifolds departing the HLOs or small EROs. As can be seen in
Fig. 4, making use of these manifolds might indeed provide
opportunities to reach DROs with very large semiminor axes.
A transit orbit, as described in Sec. II.D, would make the object
approach the libration-point neighborhood on the stable manifold
and subsequently direct the object away from the libration-point
neighborhood inside the unstable manifold tube, without the need to
provide extra energy. Figure 11 shows an example of such an Earthto-DRO transfer trajectory.
As can be seen, the ﬁnal impulsive maneuver, required to transfer
the satellite from the unstable manifold to the DRO, will generally
Table 2

Summary of transfer-trajectory characteristics
for selected DROs

−4

DRO semiminor axis, km Total V, m/s Travel time, days
−6
−7.5

−5

−2.5

0
2.5
x [106 km]

5

7.5

Fig. 9 Optimal transfer trajectories to selected small DROs.

1:65  106
1:88  106
2:91  106
3:93  106

3473
3349
3277
3289

67
96
175
211
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Table 3
∆ Vf

6

y [10 km]

0.75

DRO semiminor axis, km Total V, m/s Travel time, days
5  106
5  106
5  106
15  106
15  106
30  106
30  106

∆V

0

0
Earth

L

1

DRO

−0.75
Intermediate HLO

−1.5

−3

−2.25

−1.50
x [106 km]

Summary of transfer-trajectory characteristics
for large DROs

−0.75

0

Fig. 11 Transfer from LEO to DRO using the transit orbit approach.

not be tangential to the target velocity vector on the DRO. In terms of
required V for this maneuver, this is not an ideal situation.
However, the different manifold curves and the wide range of useful
HLOs (from which the manifolds are calculated) yield some
ﬂexibility for optimizing the transfer. Furthermore, it is expected that
by avoiding the ERO-like transfer trajectories as in the classical
transfer, a considerable reduction of the travel time can be achieved,
possibly at the expense of a slightly higher V.
In what follows, the goal is to estimate how attractive this
alternative transfer concept is in terms of the required V and/or
travel time. First, we will show the relation between the previously
developed transfer methods and the current method. Second, it will
be explained how a coarse random optimization scheme (similar to
Monte Carlo optimization) was applied to make estimates of feasible
trajectories. Finally, it will be shown that the multitude of possible
transit orbits will increase the tradeoff ﬂexibility (enabling a tradeoff
between required V and travel time) in the design of the trajectory.
Calculating the second impulsive maneuver Vf that would be
required for different target DROs using a trajectory on the unstable
manifold of differently sized intermediate HLOs results in relations
such as those shown in Fig. 12. In this ﬁgure, Vf is calculated as a
function of the semiminor axis of the intermediate HLO for a target
DRO with a semiminor axis of 4  106 km. Examining the slope of
the curve in this ﬁgure makes it evident that even lower V values
should be achievable for larger semiminor axes of the HLOs (the
extreme right in Fig. 12). It will thus be assumed that Vf will
approach the value found in Sec. III when the intermediate HLO or
ERO further approaches the DRO. This would reduce the current
transfer design methodology to the classical transfer concept. To
understand this, one can examine Figs. 9 and 11: Once the HLO or
ERO and the DRO osculate, the current transfer concept reduces to
the classical transfer. Consequently, the current transfer design can
be understood as a generalized approach, of which the classical
method is a special case.
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In estimating Vf , it was assumed that the object was already on
the unstable manifold of some HLO or ERO. It should be realized,
however, that this situation is not practically achievable, because a
vehicle on a stable manifold will always approach the orbit (ERO or
HLO) asymptotically. The solution to this problem is to use the socalled transit orbit, which does not lie on the stable or unstable
manifolds but is enclosed by those manifolds (cf. Sec. II.D).
Realizing that there are a myriad of possible transit orbits, it is
obvious that there is a certain ﬂexibility in choosing the desired
combination of required V and travel time. By carrying out a
simpliﬁed random (Monte Carlo) optimization scheme with a
parameter vector,
X  0 V0 T

(8)

where V0 is the ﬁrst impulsive maneuver applied in the initial
parking LEO at a polar angle 0 , a number of feasible solutions can be
found for different target DROs. The possible values for the
parameters X were kept within reasonable bounds derived from
earlier trajectory calculations. Assuming two objective functions,
F1  Vtot and F2  tf , these calculations result in a Pareto-optimal
set for each target DRO. Some values for V and tf contained in that
set are given in Table 3.
Because of the nontangential impulsive maneuver required for the
current concept (and considering the trend in Fig. 12), it can be safely
assumed that the transfer concept discussed in earlier sections will
always be fuel-optimal.
The V and travel time required to reach DROs with semiminor
axes of 5  106 and 30  106 km using the classical transfer can be
calculated to be 3315 m=s and 230 days and 4700 m=s and 250 days,
respectively. Similar values for intermediate-sized DROs can be
calculated using a linear interpolation.
With this in mind, the continuous curve showing the relation
between the semiminor axis of the target DRO and the total required
V for both the classical (semiminor axis larger than 4  106 km)
and the extended (semiminor axis smaller than 4  106 km) transfers
is plotted as a bold lower boundary in Fig. 13 (travel times for this
range of transfer trajectories is not included in this ﬁgure). Note the
correspondence between the V curve in Fig. 10 and the leftmost
part of the bold line in Fig. 13. Completing this ﬁgure is done using
the V and travel-time data (Pareto-optimal set) obtained from the
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Fig. 12 Required Vf for the transfer to a DRO with semiminor axis
4  106 km for different intermediate HLOs or EROs.
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Fig. 13 Summary of V and travel-time estimates for the classical and
extended transfer concepts (bold line) and the current method, used for
transferring to large DROs.
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Monte Carlo optimization. A number of these (exact) values for
different target DROs are used to make the interpolation, shown as a
gray area in Fig. 13.
Figure 13 can be used to make a ﬁrst estimate of the V and travel
times required to reach different target DROs using varying
intermediate HLO/EROs sizes. The plot can be straightforwardly
extended toward even larger DROs; however, the increasing travel
times and, more important, required V, might render these DROs
less attractive.
The most interesting conclusion that can be drawn from the
preceding calculations is the dramatic decrease in travel time for a
wide range of DROs. For example, to travel to a DRO with a
semiminor axis of 5  106 km, which would require a V of
3315 m=s and a travel time of 230 days using the classical method
[5], one could consider a 5% V increase (from 3315 to 3478 m=s)
to get a 35% travel-time reduction (from 230 to 150 days) or a 20%
V increase (from 3315 to 3998 m=s) to get a 75% travel-time
reduction (from 230 to 59 days). Similar estimates can be made using
Fig. 13.

VI.

Conclusions

In this paper, we applied some tools of dynamic systems theory to
the LEO-to-DRO transfer problem. The goal was to extend the range
of accessible DROs using a systematic approach and to achieve
lower V values and/or travel times. The dynamic systems approach
was shown to be more rigorous than direct numerical methods.
We conclude that the dynamic systems approach can provide
transfer orbits to a wider range of DROs (e.g., smaller DROs).
Furthermore, this approach indicates the availability of transfer
orbits that are more efﬁcient in terms of V budgets and/or travel
times. For example, the optimization used for expanding the transfer
to smaller DROs indicated that a certain range of DROs (semiminor
axes around 2:75  106 km) required a minimum amount of V at a
substantially smaller travel time (around 160 days). Decreasing the
DRO semiminor axis even further permits reducing the travel time at
the expense of a slightly increased V.
Finally, our analysis indicated the availability of transfer
trajectories providing dramatically shorter travel times for a certain
range of target DROs (semiminor axis larger than 5  106 km) at a
cost of a slightly increased V. We have shown that for a transfer to a
DRO with a semiminor axis of 5  106 km, one could consider a
20% V increase to get a 75% travel-time reduction compared with
the classical transfer.
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